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ABSTRACT
We introduce a semantic-based development environment
that includes support for designing and implementing coor-
dination policies of service oriented applications using the
event notification paradigm. Our environment is imple-
mented as an Eclipse-plugin. In this paper, we describe the
basic facilities of the environment of and illustrate its use in
the development of a service-based automotive application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techiniques]: Concurrent Program-
ming—Distributed programming

; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Tech-
niques—Computer-aided software engineering, Object-oriented
design methods

; D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming Environ-
ments—Graphical environments

General Terms
Web Services, WS-Choreography, Eclipse

Keywords
Event Notification, SOA, Choreography, Eclipse plugin

1. INTRODUCTION
The event notification paradigm is a frequently used par-
adigm for programming/modeling distributed system. In
event notification, systems are built through distributed com-
ponents that interact as publishers and/or subscribers. A
component, to request a service from other ones, raises an
event that can activate a reaction for subscribers that pre-
viously subscribed for such kind of events.

!(Produces the permission block, and copyright informa-
tion). For use with SIG-ALTERNATE.CLS. Supported by
ACM.

The JSCL is a middleware based on formal semantics ad-
hering to the event notification paradigm. As always with
any middleware, good supports are needed to program and
drive the implementation. The key feature of JSCL is the
strict interplay between foundational aspects and the im-
plementation. In particular the development of service ori-
ented applications could benefit greatly from an environ-
ment to reason about properties of coordination policies.
We have developed an environment (JSCL4Eclipse) to treat
these aspects. The environment consists of a Eclipse plug-
in that supports the development of applications based on
top of JSCL. The chosen Eclipse platform permits to reuse
the facilities of the existing framework to the JSCL plat-
form. Moreover the environment can be extended using the
standard Eclipse methodology. The environment provide a
graphical editor for an high level designing of event based
coordination policies.

We present the prototype implementation of the environ-
ment that supports the design and execution of JSCL based
applications. We are investigating the integration of model
checking techniques to provide a property proving tool to
the environment. We are also studying aspects that can be
treat using static analisys based on type checking.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall
the main concept of JSCL and event notification paradigm.
The Section 3 presents the JSCL4Eclipse framework. the
graphical notation and a simple example. Finally, in Section
4 we present how model and implement the SENSORIA [7]
car repair scenario using our framework.

2. PRELIMINARIES
The programming model we present here is a adaptation of
the event notification paradigm (EN for short) where com-
ponents (in the following referred also with the term ser-
vices) interact through the raising of signals for notifying
event happened during their execution. The initial step of
our work is a process calculus, the Signal Calculus (SC),
presented in [8], that defines the basic primitives useful to
deal with components interacting in a signal event based
fashion. From the distilling of the main constructs intro-
duced in the calculus we have isolated the concepts useful
to describe component interfaces, in the means of their entry
points and of their connections. Furthermore, we have im-
plemented a middleware, Java Signal Core Layer (JSCL), as
a set of Java API that reflect the spirit of the ideas exposed



in SC. Several other implementations can be adopted and
inter operate with JSCL components, assuming that they
adhere on the communication protocol suggested in SC and
on the signal serialization.

In JSCL, known concepts of event based paradigms are con-
sidered in a distributed and open environment where in-
volved components can be allocated on different execution
sites and can join existing execution of other components.
Differently from the standard event notification paradigm, in
our proposal, we define a full decentralized system, namely
no intermediate service is demanded to implement the pub-
lication/subscription of events and of their related notifica-
tions. In literature [12] this pattern is often referred as non
brokered, in contrast with the brokered one that implements
publish subscribe mechanism on top of classification of sig-
nals without taking into account the involved components.
Essentially, brokered solutions can be compared to linda
spaces [9] and the operations required for registering and
dispatching messages are intermediated by a central service,
namely the broker, which is responsible to keep track of the
components interested to receive such messages. In our so-
lution, instead, each subscriber explicitly defines the class
of events it is interested to and the set of components from
which it is interested to receive notifications. This mech-
anism will be clarified in the following when we introduce
the concept of links connecting publishers and subscribers
among them.

Even if JSCL represents an ’easy to use’ light weight frame-
work for programming distributed components, we have de-
veloped an Eclipse plugin to simplify the designing of con-
nections among components and to automatically generate
the related code to execute.

2.1 Java Signal Core Layer
Java Signal Core Layer is a framework implementing chore-
ography of services in an event notification style. In this
section we only focus on the main aspects of JSCL strictly
related to the EN paradigm, while, in Section 2.2, it is pro-
vided an overview of the primitives of the framework that,
later, in Section 2.3, are used to program components.

The event notifications are delivered to involved components
through signals defined as messages encapsulating the de-
scription of the raised events. According to EN paradigm,
events are classified into topics that classify homogeneous
events. Moreover, depending on the topics, signals are en-
riched with additional information useful to retrieve the data
needed to their handling. In JSCL the set of information
contained into signals is split in two parts, the signal type
and the session data. The signal type declares the topic of
the signal while the session data contains the actual carried
information. Signals in JSCL are not persistent, meaning
that, once the notification for an event has been delivered
to the proper target components, the corresponding signal
is removed from the system leaving no track. This prop-
erty is mandatory to keep the distribution of the connection
among components and their management. Moreover, for
similar reasons, the notification dispatching is implemented
in non anonymous way, namely for each notification it is al-
ways possible to retrieve the component on which the event
happened and the last component from which the signal has

been forwarded.

Component interfaces are defined in terms of reactions and
links. Reactions, in JSCL implemented with the input port
class, are the linguistic device for implementing the sub-
scription mechanism, while links provide the capability to
implement publication. Reactions are defined in the form
(topic, task), and install a binding between signal topics
and the behavioral tasks to activate at the reception of
corresponding signals. Tasks activated by signal triggering
are executed as threads inside the component providing so,
through a shared state space, a mechanism for interacting
among them. Once installed a reaction for topic t on a
component b, the subscription for notifications raised by the
component a is obtained by creating a link l = (a, b, t). Links
are so described as tuples defining the source and the target
component and the signal topic that can be carried on them.
The link creation primitive exposed in JSCL can be invoked
outward the components by an external entity similarly to
the subscription delegation mechanism of the EN paradigm.
Notice that, in our implementation, links have not been ex-
plicitly defined, their handling is demanded to publishers in
order to distribute the network topology information among
involved services.

2.2 JSCL programming interface
To abstract from the particular underlaying network adopted,
JSCL introduces a lower architectural layer, the Inter Ob-
ject Communication Layer (iocl) that defines the minimal
structure a network must expose to allow the distribution
and the interaction of components. At this layer, they are
defined the primitives for creating, publishing and retriev-
ing distributed components. The iocl acts in behalf of the
network hiding to the programmer the mechanism used to
exchange messages among components. Moreover, the mid-
dleware allows several instances of iocl to coexist, using
the addressing mechanism to identify the network infrastruc-
tures. By introducing protocol prefixes in fact, the addresses
themselves identify the particular instance of iocl to adopt.
For example we use socket notation as address prefix to indi-
cate components interacting via usual socket connections, as
well we use mem or xsoap prefixes to indicate respectively,
in memory and xsoap (an implementation of SOAP Web
Services) plugins. Since component addressing is strictly re-
lated to the particular iocl adopted, the address creation
and manipulation is demanded to the proper iocl plugin.
In order to simplify the development, JSCL defines proxy
artifacts that hide the communication primitives needed to
activate remote executions that strictly depend on the net-
work technology adopted by the iocl, providing to the pro-
grammer the usual object oriented facilities.

The iocl implements the primitives for creating, publishing
and retrieving components. The methods createAddress
and createComponent create a new instance of a service
address and of a JSCL component, respectively. The meth-
ods publish and getComponent are used to locally publish
the component on the iocl and to retrieve a remote com-
ponent instantiating a proxy that locally exposes the com-
ponent remote interface. Moreover, a link for topic t can be
created by invoking the method iocl.createLink(topic,
sourceAddr, destAddr) , where sourceAddr and destAddr
are the addresses expressed with the iocl addressing form.



Once instantiated a component it is possible to attach to
it the reactions. This step is performed by invoking the
method addInputPort on the component instance1. The
input port is created by invoking the constructor InputPort
(topic, task) . Task is obtained by implementing the
SignalHandlerTask abstract class. Essentially it is required
to implement the method handle (Signal signal) . The
middleware is responsible to retrieve at the reception of a
signal, the component reaction to activate and to run its
handling method in a thread space passing to it the signal
instance. The handling tasks may act on the internal state of
the components and on the parameters carried with the re-
ceived signal. Signals can be managed through the methods
setType(type) , getParameter(key) , setParameter(key,
value) whose meaning is obvious. Since signals can rep-
resent data messages exchanged among services to coordi-
nate their tasks, it is useful to retrieve from each signal the
flow session they belong to, this can be done by invoking
the method signal.ID() . Notice that a new unique session
identifier is automatically assigned to a signal instance at in-
stantiation time. Having reactions encapsulated into compo-
nents, the related tasks can access all the capabilities offered
by their containers (signal emission, reaction update, etc.).
For creating links on a component for outgoing signals it is
possible to use the method component.createLink(topic,
targetAddress) that is an alias for the primitive exposed by
the iocl. The emitterAddr parameter is now omitted since
the component itself is the sender of notifications. Through
the method emit (signal, async) it is possible to forward
outside a notification, the second parameter specifies if the
notification must be sent in asynchronous manner and can
be omitted assuming its value to true by default. The emis-
sion will happen regardless of the component (if any) that
will actually receive the emitted signals. It might even be
no target component is connected; the middleware will cor-
rectly deliver signals transparently to the signal emitter.

2.3 A programming example
In this section we introduce a small example to highlight
the main features of JSCL. In Section 3.3 the same example
will be used to illustrate the facilities offered by the graphical
toolkit.

We consider to have a scenario composed by three services,
respectively a, b and c. We remark that the meta name
description that we adopt here, corresponds to an unique
URL to which services are bound. Moreover, we consider
to treat only two classes of events in our application, re-
spectively evt1 and evt2. The service a represents the entry
point of the whole application and, autonomously, at a cer-
tain point, it sends a notification for both event topics. The
components b and c are two generic services able to react to
events with topic evt1 and to events with topics evt1, evt2,
respectively. The connection topology is the following: a is
connected for event topics evt1 to b and for event topics evt2
to c, while b is connected to c for events with topic evt1.

Since in JSCL topics are represented as integers, we use
the values 1001 and 1002 to deal with evt1 and evt2 topics,
respectively. For simplicity we assume both services be alive
1Notice that the component instance referred here is the
local component created by the iocl and not the proxy ar-
tifact remotely bound.

and their reactions already bound before a starts to send
notifications.

The steps that must be performed to implement the pro-
posed application are the following:

(a) for each component, at initialization phase, a new iocl
plugin is instantiated (we suppose to use an xsoap imple-
mentation)
IOCLP l u g i nL o a d e r l oader =
new IOCLP l u g i nL o a d e r (new IOCLAddress
( ”net . tao4ws . j t l . core . IOCL . XSoap . IOCLImpl” ) ) ;

IOCLPluginI f a c t o ry=(IOCLPluginI ) l oader . g e t I O C L I n s t a n c e ( ) ;

(b) components are instantiated and published by using the
iocl primitives previously defined
ComponentAddress compAddr =
fac to ry . createAddress ( ”http :// l o c a l h o s t :9093/ a” ) ;

GenericComponent a = fac to ry . createComponent (compAddr ) ;
f a c t o ry . registerComponent ( a ) ;

(c) reactions are bound to components by executing
c . addInputPort (new Signa l InputPort (
1001 , // s i g n a l t o p i c t o h a n d l e
new SignalHandlerTask ( ) {

// b e h a v i o r
public Object handle ( S igna l s ){
// . . . manage s i g n a l
emit ( s ) ;
return null ;

}
} ) ) ;

(d) once components have been instantiated and published,
and once their reactions have been bound, links among com-
ponents can be created as explained below:

// 1001 i s t h e s i g n a l t o p i c
// compSrcAddr and CompDes tAddr a r e s u p p o s e d t o b e
// t h e s o u r c e and t a r g e t p e e r s a d d r e s s e s , r e s p e c t i v e l y .
f a c t o ry . c reateL ink (1001 , compSrcAddr , compDestAddr ) ;

We remark that, the algorithms exposed, are just intended
as snippets useful to give an idea of how to program with
JSCL. Notice that some simplifications have been done, for
example the link creation can also be executed on the ser-
vice itself as previously discussed. In our assumption, the
three services are distributed on different hosts so the code
exposed before must be executed on the machines on which
each service is hosted. Only the link creation primitive can
be executed on a different host respect the involved services.

2.4 Additional programming facilities
Another key feature of JSCL, is the ability of defining or-
chestrated services, allowing so to define services obtained
by coordination of other services. Externally an orches-
trated service keeps the same characteristics of usual JSCL
components, moreover it exposes two additional methods
registerEntryPoint and registerEndPoint . Both meth-
ods require two parameters, the topic handled and the ad-
dress of component to add as entry or exit point. Entry
and exit points are generic components that declare exter-
nally the interface of the whole orchestration. While it is
possible to attach only an entry point to an orchestration,
several exit points can be defined. The input ports installed
on the entry point define the reactions activable on the or-
chestration while once an orchestrated service is linked to
other components, its exit points are automatically linked
to these external services.

Other value added of JSCL are the logical ports and the
guards on links. The logical ports permit to define first order



logic based applications offering, moreover, an easy mapping
to flow-chart diagrams. In JSCL they are defined the and,
or and not logical ports. Logical ports are instantiated by
declaring two kinds of topics corresponding to the boolean
true and false values. Respect to general components, log-
ical ports are able to handle only signals corresponding to
signal topics associated to the boolean values. This assump-
tion restricts the use of primitives for signals firing and input
port creation to this topic subtype. To apply the boolean
relations to the outgoing signals of several components it is
sufficient to invoke the method insertComponent , meaning
that on the output links of notifier it will be applied a filter-
ing. Obviously the output links of the inserted component
must be compatible with the types handled by the port.
Differently from usual logical relations, the ports can have
several components connected both in input and in output.
Essentially the logical ports have been introduced for sim-
plifying the design of service composition. In first instance
these components permit to the developer an easy view of
the connections and furthermore they can be used in con-
junction with the other primitives in order to express more
complex patterns. For example, referring to the workflow
patterns presented in [16], we can describe the parallel split
and the synchronization between two components a and b
by adding an and port filtering they outgoings. In the same
manner the or port can be adopted for implementing the
exclusive choice.

Link guards give the possibility to attach, during the cre-
ation of a link, a guard that must be avaluated before send-
ing the signal. If, and only if, the evaluation of the guard
is true the signal is sent through the link otherwise it is
removed from the system. Guards are built by extending
the abstract class Guard implementing the method process-
Signal(signal) . For example, if we want to be sure to
avoid the delivering of signals having the session parameter
creditCard we can attach to links the guard described be-
low:

new Guard ( ) {
public boolean proc e s sS i gna l ( S igna l s ){
i f ( s i g n a l . g e tSe s s i on ( ) .

getParameter ( ” cred i tCard ” ) == null )
return true ;

return fa l se ;
}
} ;

3. JSCL4ECLIPSE
In this section we introduce JSCL4Eclipse, a programming
framework, developed in the form of eclipse [3] plugin that
supports the designing and programming of JSCL applica-
tions. Our framework is composed by three layers: an editor
that permits to graphically model service coordination, a
model transformation that compiles a model into Java code
and JSCL middleware as runtime support. The plugin has
been implemented using GMF [4], that provides a genera-
tive infrastructure for developing editors based on EMF [5]
as model representation and GEF [6] as graphical support.

The development chain of JSCL based applications is con-
stituted of three steps (Figure 1). At first it is graphically
defined the model of the coordination. This model is sub-
sequently used to generate the Java code on top of JSCL
API. Finally it must be implemented the internal logic of the

ModelGenerate

Code

Figure 1: JSCL development chain
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Figure 2: JSCL diagram elements

generated components. Now we present the main concepts
of the graphical editor and the code generation of JSCL
applications.

3.1 Graphical Notation
The JSCL graphical notation captures the sequence of ac-
tivities via the description of the network topology of in-
volved components. This notation has some relations with
BPMN [14]. The main difference is that BPMN directly
defines the flow of messages exchanged among components
using a flow chart based notation. JSCL notation, instead,
defines the correlation among services, while the message
sequence depends by the component internal behavior and
is not directly caught at design time.

The diagram elements of JSCL graphical notation are pre-
sented in Figure 2. In JSCL services are implemented through
components. JSCL components can represent BPMN pools
on the assumption that services are used to implement the
participants. JSCL input ports can be interpreted as BPMN
activities, because they are the handlers of messages and im-
plement atomic business logics. Similarly to BPMN activi-
ties, which can be depicted into BPMN pools, input ports
must be encapsulated inside JSCL components. Links in
BPMN define the activity sequence, while, in JSCL, they
define publishers/subscribers relationships. Notice that a
JSCL diagram cannot contain events. In fact events are
raised internally from components, and links specify to which
components deliver events according with their topics. Fi-
nally the JSCL graphical notation does not explicitly for-
malize the notion of BPMN gateways. Moreover these ele-
ments can be represented by components with a pre-defined
internal logic (e.g. the logical ports defined in Section 2.4).

The example presented in Section 2.3 has been depicted in
Figure 3 using our graphical notation. The collaboration
is composed by three services. The first one, a, has no in-
put port, since it does not react to any event. Component
b has one input port which handles signals of type evt1.
Finally the component c has two input ports: P1 and P2
handling evt1 and evt2 topics, respectively. Notice that an
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Figure 3: JSCL diagram of the example

Figure 4: JSCL4Eclipse diagram editor

event raised by a can activate a reaction inside the compo-
nent c in two ways: if the signal has type evt2, it is directly
delivered to c activating its P2 input port. Otherwise the
signal can activate the b reaction, that, on its turn, can no-
tify an event, with type evt1, to c.

3.2 Basic Facilities
We describe how to model and program service coordina-
tion using our framework. As described above our program-
ming environment is integrated into Eclipse. Starting from
an eclipse project, the environments permits to create a new
JSCL model using the eclipse project wizard, selecting JSCL
model as type and providing an unique name. The plugin
creates into the project a xscl and a xorch files that are used
to store the model and graphical information, respectively.
Opening the xorch file, eclipse starts the default editor as-
sociated to this extension: the JSCL diagram editor (see
Figure 4). A new blank sheet is displayed. It contains,
on the right side, a toolbar with the set of primitives that
can be used. On the bottom side is presented the property
view. This contextual view permits to examine and modify
properties of the selected element.

New primitives can be added to the choreography by drag-
ging them to the sheet. As depicted in Figure 3, some prim-
itives are nested, namely they can be drawn only into an
existing one (e.g. input ports can be defined only inside
components).

The selection of a primitive updates the property view. Prim-
itive properties can be classified into three kinds: model
properties (e.g. the unique name for components and the

type of signal for input ports), diagram properties (e.g. prim-
itive position in the sheet and text notes) and generation
properties (e.g. class name for the generated code and url
for components). Notice that components have two spe-
cial generation properties: generate source code and publish.
These features are useful in the following conditions:

• when it is required to generate the whole code for
components and nested input ports (enabling both the
properties)

• when it is required to create a new instance of an al-
ready implemented component (enabling only the pub-
lish property)

• when it is required to use in the coordination an al-
ready remotely published component (disabling both
properties)

At the end of the modeling phase, it is possible to generate
the source code. This is performed via the contextual menu
of the xscl file. According with the generation properties
specified in the diagram, the source code is generated as
follows:

• A orchestrator class is generated. This class have
a static main method that creates the coordination.
The orchestrator instantiates each component and, if
their publish property is true, it publishes them to the
proper addresses, otherwise it obtains a remote proxy
for them. Then the orchestrator creates links among
components (we remark that JSCL allows to remotely
crate links).

• For each component having generate source property
enabled, a component class is created. This class cre-
ates the input ports of the component and represents
a shared state among input ports.

• For each input port a class is created. This class imple-
ments the handler for messages of the specified type.
To implement the internal business logic, the body of
the handle method must be filled. This method will
be invoked upon the reception of signals having the
suitable type.

Each generated class allows for each method to specify the
generated annotation. Source code with this annotation
will be overridden by further code generations. To prevent
this behavior the annotation must be disabled, informing
the environment that the source code has been specialized.
The environment supports a simple navigation mechanism:
starting from the diagram view, the contextual menu Edit
code opens in the default Eclipse Java editor the correspond-
ing source file.

3.3 Example
In order to exemplify our framework, we present how to
model and implement the example presented in Section 2.3.
The first step is to create a new coordination, using the
new JSCL Diagram wizard. Initially the package and the
url of the coordination must be specified. These properties



File Functionality
Orchestration.java Instantiates the three components,

publishes them and creates the links
among components.

ComponentA.java
ComponentB.java
ComponentC.java

Instantiate for components the in-
put ports as handlers according for
signal types described in the model

InputPortB1.java
InputPortB2.java
InputPortC.java

Define the handle methods that will
be invoked upon the reception of sig-
nals having the proper type

Table 1: Files generated for the example

represent the package where source code will be generated
and a address to use as prefix for nested components.

The three components can be added by dragging three times
the component primitive into the sheet. Then, they must
be named a, b and c respectively through the property view.
For this example other properties are not mandatory. one
input port for the component b and two for the component
c must be added and their properties changed such that the
port of b and one port of c react to the same signal type
(i.e. evt1) and the other port of c reacts to a different signal
type (i.e. evt2). Three links must be added to complete the
model: the first link from the component a to the input port
owned by b, the second one from a to the input port of c
than handle signal type evt2 and the last link from b to the
evt1 input port of c. Notice that the signal types for these
links must not be specified, having previously configured the
signal types to which each input port refers.

To generate the source code, all components must have en-
abled the generate and publish properties. Then, using the
contextual menu it is possible to generate the source code.
In Table 1 are listed the generated files and their functional-
ities. Notice that the framework assumes some default val-
ues. For example, if the class and the package name prop-
erties for an input port are not specified, a default value
is automatically assigned according with the values of the
owner component.

Once the source code has been generated, it is possible to im-
plement the component internal logic. The handle method
of the three input ports can be implemented as follows:

/∗ @Gene r a t e d= f a l s e ∗/
protected class InputPortC1 extends SignalHandlerTask {

public Object handle ( S igna l s ) {
emit ( s ) ;

}
}

/∗ @Gene r a t e d= f a l s e ∗/
protected class InputPortB1 extends SignalHandlerTask {

public Object handle ( S igna l s ) {
System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Commit Received ” ) ;

}
}

/∗ @Gene r a t e d= f a l s e ∗/
protected class InputPortB2 extends SignalHandlerTask {

public Object handle ( S igna l s ) {
System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Rol lback Received ” ) ;

}
}

To ensure that the framework will not overwrite these meth-
ods, the generated method annotation must be changed to
false.

3.4 A reusable component
Since the framework provides the way to use existing class
as component implementation, it is useful to define some
standard components that can be used several times in one
ore more choreographies. Is such case the framework gener-
ates a main choreography class that creates new instances of
these components, using the previously defined implement-
ing classes. One component that can be useful is a sort of
logical and. Interpreting a signal type as a logical true and
another one as logical false, this component act as follows:
it waits two notifications of the same event instance (the
two signal received have the same ID). If both received
signals have the true type, the component emits one signal
having true type. If at least one received signal have false
type, the component emits one false signal. Notice that in
all cases the emission of a signal can be performed only af-
ter the reception of two signals with the same ID. The And
component implementation is depicted in Code 1.

c lass AndComponent extends GenericComponent {
protected Map s ta t e = new HashMap ( ) ;
protected t r u e S i g l a l = 1001;
protected f a l s e S i g n a l = 1002;
protected class AndPort extends SignalHandlerTask {

public Object handle ( S igna l s ){
syncron ized ( s . ID ( ) ) {

i f ( ! s t a t e . containsKey ( s . ID ( ) ) )
s t a t e . s e t ( s . ID ( ) , s . getType ( ) ) ;

else i f ( s t a t e . get ( s . ID ( ) ) == signa lTrue &&
s . getType ( ) == signa lTrue ) {

emit ( s ) ;
s t a t e . remove ( s . ID ( ) ) ;

}
else {

s . setType ( s i g na lFa l s e ) ;
emit ( s ) ;
s t a t e . remove ( s . ID ( ) ) ;

}
}

}
}
AndComponent ( ) {

this . addInputPort (
new Signa l InputPort ( s ignalTrue , new AndPort ( ) )

) ;
this . addInputPort (

new Signa l InputPort ( s i gna lFa l s e , new AndPort ( ) )
) ;

}
}

Code 1: And component implementation

This component can be used in a JSCL diagram. For ex-
ample, to synchronize the activities of two components that
can deliver signals having type corresponding to the logical
true. The AndComponent can be reused in a diagram by
setting for each instance of the component the generate code
property to false.

4. A CASE STUDY
In this section we explain how the SENSORIA car repair sce-
nario [15] can be developed using JSCL framework. A car
manufacturer offers a service that once a users car breaks
down the car system tries to locate a garage, a tow truck
and a rental car service so that the car is towed to the next
garage and repaired meanwhile the car owner may continue
his travel. The interdependencies between the service book-
ings make it necessary to have an orchestration with com-
pensations. Before any service lookup is made, the credit
card is charged with a security amount. Before looking for a
tow truck, a garage must be found as it poses additional con-
straints to the candidate tow trucks. If finding a tow truck
fails, the garage appointment must be revoked. If renting
a car succeeds and finding either a tow truck or a garage
appointment fails, the car rental must be redirected to the
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Figure 5: Car repapair scenario BPMN model

broken down car’s actual location. If the car rental fails, it
should not affect the tow truck and garage appointment.

The BPMN model of this scenario is presented in Figure 5.
Notice that the model exploits the transactional and com-
pensation facilities of BPMN and that the car rental service
is a subtransaction, since it does not affect other activities.

4.1 Designing the Car Repair Scenario
To model the car repair scenario as a JSCL diagram we
assume that each participant is represented by a JSCL com-
ponent. We use two types of signals: forward and rollback.
The first event type is used to inform a component that all
the previous activities have been completed, while the sec-
ond one is used to inform a component that an exception
has been occurred, and that all following activities have com-
pleted their compensation. According with the signal types
defined, each component have two input ports: one that
handles forward signals, executing the corresponding main
activity, and the other one that handles rollback signals, ex-
ecuting the corresponding compensation if the main activity
has been previously completed without errors.

In Figure 6 the JSCL model of the car repair scenario is pre-
sented. For clarity, we use the black color for forward links
and red for the other ones. The model contains two instances
of the AndComponent defined in Section 3.4. In this case
we consider the forward events as true and rollback events
as false. The first AndComponent is used to synchronize
the backward flow before the Garage compensation. The
second AndComponent has two issues: to synchronize the
forward flow, and to execute the compensation of RentalCar
if both the OrderTowTruck fails and the RentalCar main ac-
tivity has been completed successfully. Notice that, accord-
ing with the scenario, the OrderTowTruck compensation is
not executed if the RentalCar fails. To reuse the previously
defined AndComponent the publish property of the two in-
stances must be enabled, while the generate code property
not. The EndPoint component represents the BPMN final
state and allows to reuse this coordination to other ones as
a subtransaction. This component simply forward received
signals, without change their type.
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Figure 6: Car repapair scenario JSCL model

Before generating the source code, the diagram properties
must be set as in Section 3.3 (e.g. component publication
urls and coordination package).

4.2 The Car Repair Scenario implementation
Since an activity compensation must be executed only if
the corresponding activity has been previously completed
without errors, components must keep track of successful
completed activities. To implement this functionality each
component declares a public Map, indexed on signal ID (see
Code 2).

The internal logic of a component is implemented through
its two input ports: the forward port and the rollback one.
A forward input port (e.g. Code 3) tries to execute the
corresponding activity. If the execution does not rise an ex-
ception, the input port updates the state of the component
and emits a forward signal, informing connected components
that the main activity has been successfully completed. If an
error occurs, the input port emits a rollback signal. A roll-
back input port (e.g. Code 4) checks that the corresponding
activity has been completed and then executes the compen-
sation.

Since the car rental activity is a sub-transaction, a local
error has no side effects. To implement this, the forward
port of the car rental component (see Code 5) always emits
a forward signal, regardless the successful of the activity.

public c lass ComponentTruck extends GenericComponent {
public Map s ta t e = new HashMap ( ) ;
. . .

Code 2: The Truck component

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Signal Calculus extension, presented in [10], takes ad-
vantage of topics for defining an algebraic structure of events
for implementing more complex logics directly encoded in-
side the signal type (e.g. logical ports, join and non de-
terministic choice). We are implementing this concepts in
JSCL, providing a foundational description of the behav-
ior of standard components that represent BPMN gateways.
Another important feature exposed by JSCL is the dynamic



protected class ForwardTruck extends SignalHandlerTask {
public Object handle ( S igna l s ) {

try {
TruckComponent parent = (TruckComponent ) getParent ( ) ;
// ToDo : Program h e r e t h e t r u c k a c t i v i t y
parent . s t a t e . s e t ( s . ID ( ) , true ) ;
emit ( s ) ;

}
catch ( Exception e ) {

s . setType (ROLLBACK) ;
emit ( s ) ;

}
}

}

Code 3: The Truck forward input port

protected class RollbackTruck extends SignalHandlerTask {
public Object handle ( S igna l s ) {

TruckComponent parent = (TruckComponent ) getParent ( ) ;
i f ( parent . s t a t e . get ( s . ID ( ) ) ) {

// ToDo : Program h e r e t h e t r u c k c om p e n s a t i o n
}
parent . s t a t e . remove ( s . ID ( ) ) ;
emit ( s ) ;

}
}

Code 4: The Truck rollback input port

binding of reactions that permits to components to be in-
dependent from the support languages used to implement
them. We have presented the prototype implementation of
JSCL environment. Our long term research goal is to build
a semantic based programming environment:

• exploits type notion ([10]) to characterize coordination
properties

• exploits a spatial logic [2] to characterize structural
properties of JSCL diagrams. We want to extend our
framework with model checking techniques to prove
properties during the development phase.

We are studying other Eclipse tools (e.g.[11, 1]) that pro-
vide verification and analysis capabilities for Java program
specifications. In particular, JML is a behavioral interface
specification language that provides a variety of useful con-
structs for specifying Java assertions, pre/post-conditions,
class invariants, and light-weight semantic constraints. Fi-
nally we should provide foundational based transformation
from BMPN models to JSCL diagrams and implementa-
tions, and we would use BPMN as behavior specification
language for the verification phase.
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